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“D-Tools helped us tremendously with time management. By knowing the amount of time we budgeted per device, we 
were able to schedule a profitable project. D-Tools has improved our design processes, our scheduling, our time 
management, and our ordering processes. We use D-Tools for all our projects now because we think it is the best tool 
for proposals, documentation, and system design.” - Mauricio Barrientos, Millennium Systems Design

Nick of Time increased revenue by 50%, 
reduced proposal and design costs by 40%, 
and accelerated business processes by 60%

Residential Systems Inc. increased revenue 
by 10%, reduced costs by 50%, and 
accelerated business processes by 15%

HomeSmart improved sales and design 
processes by 100%

Harrison Home Systems increased revenue 
over 10%, reduced data management cost by 
25%, and reduced employee time on task by 
50% 

Millennium Systems Design saves 5 -10% 
on project costs

SAV Digital Environments reduces design 
time by 75%

D-Tools’ System Integrator (SI) is the most widely used, comprehensive, estimation and budgeting, design, and project 
management software solution designed to fulfill the diverse needs of systems design and installation firms. D-Tools ties 
these elements together into a singular, data-driven, connected process that improves operational efficiency for 
increased profitability, while reducing time and costs. Here are some examples from our residential system integrator 
clients that describe how D-Tools has been beneficial to their companies and helped them achieve ROI.

           ROI Stats:

ROI

 
           Testimonials:

“The D-Tools platform has helped us streamline and improve our sales and design processes by 100 percent, 
resulting in timely installs 100 percent of the time, and increased customer happiness. It’s difficult to put a price on 
that, other than to say it has resulted in more customer referrals for increased profits and growth. This is the platform 
we use for every project now.” - Ben Thompson, HomeSmart Fire & Security

“D-Tools’ system design, proposal and installation management software platform helped RMS land the project, 
design it, and manage it from afar. To be able to complete a job of this magnitude and complexity nearly three 
hours away with minimal issues and nothing but high praise from the client is a unique and noteworthy 
accomplishment. We couldn’t have done it without D-Tools’ complete, streamlined software.” 
– Zachary Boyd, Residential Media Systems

“D-Tools helped us figure out how to propose, design and manage these systems while simultaneously reducing the 
risk of human error. The success of our UK townhouse project and the large amount of planning that went into it, 
demonstrates the benefits of using D-Tools software. Without it, we would have had to import estimates, price lists, 
and drawings in from other software, using up time and resources which we did not have.” 
- Stewart Maynard, Operations Director of Inspired Dwellings

“Since adopting D-Tools, Aloud has increased efficiency and given the project manager more control over each 
project. The team enjoys diving deeper into the platform to find ways to further simplify and speed installation 
time. The best feature of the platform, for me, is just how complete it is. Our project managers have D-Tools 
open 90 percent of the time we are working. It’s the one thing we use all the time. And it’s been fun!” 
- Joakim Ekberg, Aloud Custom Installation
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